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This presentation will highlight the principal activities undertaken by the Culture and Tourism Section since conclusion of the twenty third Congress in Lima, Peru in September 2015.1. As is now customary, we provide a synopsis of the recent performance of the tourism in the Americas2. We provide an update on the status of tourism projects and activities undertaken in the Framework of the Medium Tem Strategy to Enhance Tourism Cooperation and Competitiveness in the Americas, including an update on the Hemispheric Fund for Tourism (FHT)3. And highlight the outcome of some important collaborative activities of the Culture and Tourism Section.



International Tourist Arrivals 2017 
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I want to begin by Looking at the performance of tourism over the last year we see that International tourism arrivals, worldwide continued to show strong growth, reaching 1.3 billion in 2017, expanding by 4 percent and by nearly seven (7) percent in 2016 and 2017 respectively. (UNWTO World Tourism Barometer). The 2017 performance represents the seventh consecutive year of relatively strong growth; well above the consistent trend of four (4) percent or higher since 2010.



INTERNATIONAL TOURIST ARRIVALS 2017 
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Following strong performances in 2014 and 2016, as the fastest growing region in the world in relation to international tourist arrivals, the pace of visitor arrivals to the Americas slowed to 2.9 percent in 2017 to record the slowest growth of the five regions; below Europe (8.4 percent), Africa (7.9 percent), Africa and the Pacific (5.8 percent) and  the Middle East (4.9 per cent) Figure 3. The Americas welcomed 207 million international arrivals in 2017 led by strong performances from South America (6.7 percent) and the Caribbean and Central America 4.1 and 3.7 per cent respectively. Relative to 2015, the region’s share of worldwide arrivals at 15.6% declined marginally in 2017
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I want to preface the rest of presentation on tourism in the Americas by noting that while the preliminary data on tourist arrivals for 2017 was available,  the most recent year for which a full data set was available was 2016, hence much of the numbers and graphics refer to 2016. Data from the UNWTO indicates that in 2016 tourism accounted for 10% of global GDP (direct, indirect and induced impact), 1 in every 10 jobs, US $1.5 trillion in exports, or 7% of the world’s exports, to be the ranked as the world’s third largest export category.
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International tourism receipts for 2016  increased by US$ 26 billion in 2016 to US$ 1.2 trillion, following a 4.5 percent decline in 2015 according to the data from the UNWTO.The Americas as a region received 16.1% of the total international arrivals in 2016  but a disproportionate share (25.7% ) of total receipts. In the Americas, as expected, North America accounted for the largest share of both international arrivals and international tourist receipts at 10.8% and 20 percent respectively, while the Caribbean, despite having a smaller share of arrivals (2%) compared to South America’s 2.7 percent, had a relatively larger share of receipts, 2.5% compared with South America at 2.2%. This latter point can be attributed to higher average visitor spending in the Caribbean at $1210 compared with $820 per visitor in South America.



Tourism in the Americas 
Americas – Average Spending per Sub-region 2016 
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Relative to 2014 average visitor spending for the region as a whole at $1540  was up five (5) percent in 2016 with North America at $1870, above the regional average and South America at $820   significantly below the average spend for the Americas as a whole (figure 7). South America was the only sub-region to record a decline in average visitor spend relative to 2014, with North America and Central America both up by seven (7) percent and the Caribbean unchanged at $1200. 



Product and Service Quality  
Support for Tourism SMEs  
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Turning now to look at the projects and activities -  We continued our support to the Small Hotels sector in the region through the Small Tourism Enterprise Network project. STEN supported the Third (3rd ) and Fourth (4th) Meetings of the Inter-American Network of Small Hotels.  The Third meeting was held in Tegucigalpa, Honduras October 28-29, 2015, and discussed issues related to Competitiveness of Small Hotels including inter alia, Commercialization Strategies, Sustainability and Good Practices, Quality and Certifications and Destinations Success Stories.



Product and Service Quality  
 

Third Meeting in Network of 
Small Hotels 

Meeting of Network of Artisans 
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The Fourth (4th) Meeting was held in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago October 20-21 2016, under the theme Sustainability, Marketing and Competitiveness of Small Hotels; and addressed issues such as  Financing and Investment Opportunities for Small Hotels, Benefits of being a Green Hotel and Training, and Quality & Standards Compliance. In November 2017 the Culture and Tourism Section supported the organization of the Strategic Planning Meeting of the Board of Inter-American and Caribbean Network of Small Hotels held in Panama. The meeting sought to contribute to strengthening the capability of the Network to foster entrepreneurship, innovation and the internationalization of small and medium hotels; and approved a work plan to be executed during 2018 to support competitiveness of small hotels, and other tourism SMEs that promote job creation and enhance economic growth.The Culture and Tourism Section collaborated with the Association of Caribbean States (ACS) in organizing the “4th Regional Workshop for the Strengthening of Capacity-Building for Artisans and third 3rd Meeting and of the Regional Network of Artisans in Tourism of the Greater Caribbean” in Roatán, Honduras in September 2017. The meeting addressed , inter alia, forging synergies, improving competitiveness, accessing new market niches and maximizing entrepreneurship opportunities generated by tourism artisans with Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) operating in the Tourism sector.  



Support for Tourism SMEs Continued -  
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In 2017 the OAS signed a new Memorandum of Understanding with the American Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute (AHLEI) to establish a regulatory framework with respect to the provision of training courses for micro, small and medium sized enterprises, cooperatives and other units of production in tourism. Through the arrangement tourism SMEs will benefit from a 20 percent discount on a suite of on-line courses developed by the AHLEI; and the AHLEI will work with the OAS to develop new training resources targeted to small hotels. These courses will be available beginning April 2018.  Following this presentation, our colleague from the AHLEI will give a very short presentation on the Courses offered within the framework of this MOU.The Culture and Tourism Section also partnered with the Clean Energy Solutions Center, and the Inter-American and Caribbean Network of Small Hotels, to organize two  Webinars on Energy Management for Small Hotels last November and just last week. The purpose of the Webinar was to promote affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy usage within small hotels as a central component of improving competitiveness. In all over 180 persons participated in the two Webinars, with one each delivered in Spanish and English respectively.



Sustainability 
Community-Based Rural Tourism 
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Following the XXIII Congress in Lima, Peru which focused on the topic of Community Based Rural Tourism, the Culture and Tourism Section compiled successful experiences in the Americas on public policies and programs in Community-Based Rural Tourism. The purpose was for the collection of experiences to serve as a basis to share successful cases and provide opportunities for horizontal cooperation among countries.The request for information from OAS member states yielded thirteen (13) experiences from ten (10) countries - Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay, reflecting at least one experience for each of the sub-regions of the Americas. These experiences/practices/cases have been uploaded to the OAS Culture and Tourism Section’s website: http://www.oas.org/en/sedi/desd/ct/default.asp. 



Sustainability 
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The Sustainable Destinations Alliance for the Americas (SDAA) project was executed with financial resources provided by the United States Permanent Mission to the Organization of American States between April 2014 and July 2016.  Some of the main results of the project included Implementing a destination sustainability monitoring framework for tracking key tourism and sustainability metrics; Establishing sustainability quick-win projects in the selected destinations-  Setting up Multi-Sectorial Destination Stewardship Councils (DSC) to oversee implementation of the destination action agendas and quick-win        projects in the destinations and Training in sustainable tourism practices.During 2017, an external evaluation of the project was conducted. The Evaluation Report concluded inter alia that: The project achieved most of its planned results. It has laid an important foundation for sustainability by providing a holistic package 	of support and assistance that responds to local priorities and engages a full spectrum of local stakeholders.  



Tourism Safety and Security 
Tourism Resilience  
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In October 2017, the OAS in conjunction with the George Washington University organized a Roundtable on Caribbean Tourism Business Recovery following the series of devastating hurricanes the region experienced during the 2017 tropical hurricane season. The Roundtable facilitated an exchange on near and medium-term needs, priorities, and potential opportunities for collaboration in areas that support tourism business recovery in the Caribbean.In addition, in April 2016 the OAS collaborated with the George Washington University Tourism Alumni Network (GWTAN) in organizing and hosting a Symposium on Crisis Management in Tourism. The Symposium received presentations from representatives of the OAS, Jordan Tourism Board, North America, the U.S. Travel Association, Pan American Health Organization, Ecuador’s Permanent Mission to the OAS, and the Mexican Tourism Board. 



Inter-American Committee on 
Tourism (CITUR)  

Second Meeting of the Authorities 
of the CITUR and members of the 
TROIKA, Lima, Peru, April, 2016 
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The Second Meeting of the Authorities of the CITUR and members of the TROIKA was held in Lima, Peru, in April 2016 and focused on arrangements for implementing the Medium Term Strategy to Enhance Tourism Cooperation and Competitiveness in the Americas which was approved by Ministers at the Twenty Third Congress. In addition two Virtual Technical Meetings of the Authorities of the CITUE and members of the Trioka were held in October 2016 and January 2017 respectively, to follow up on the progress of implementation of the Medium Term Strategy.
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The Culture and Tourism Section during 2017 collaborated with La Rochelle School of Tourism and Hospitality to develop a joint publication which compiles country practices from OAS member states in the priority areas of the Medium Term Strategy to Enhance Tourism Cooperation and Competitiveness in the Americas.  Seventeen member states  provided information to be included in the electronic publication highlighting what they were doing in each of the priority areas. The preliminary analysis from the submissions suggest that, each country of the Region, is working in one way or another in each of the priority areas of the Medium Term Strategy; the main point of difference, being the degree of positioning of the particular activity in the tourism agenda. It also suggests that countries have made great strides, for example in the development of public policies to promote sustainable tourism; the development of standards and quality; in the simplification of processes for the assistance and protection of  tourists; and training at local, national and regional levels. At the same time it notes that the Region faces challenges, such as simplifying administrative arrangements for tourists entry; the need to enhance transport and connectivity in and between countries; the need for better infrastructure, and human resources to receive tourists with disabilities; and the need better statistical systems such as tourism satellite accounts.My colleague from La Rochelle will give a brief presentation on this joint work following this presentation



Collaborative Activities 

 Joint 
publication 
with the 
UNWTO 
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Chair, over the last year or so the Culture and Tourism Section collaborated with the UNWTO to produce a joint publication that focuses on Tourism and the Sustainable Development Goals, highlighting good practices from across the Americas that showcase the contribution of tourism towards sustainable development.This publication compiles fourteen (14) good practices related to tourism and the SDGs from across the different sub-regions of the Americas – three from North America, Central America, and the Caribbean respectively, four from South America and one practice which covers both the Caribbean and Central America sub-regions. It is hoped that the publication will contribute to a broader recognition of the sector’s importance – including its inter-linkages with virtually all other economic sectors – and a greater awareness and understanding of tourism’s broad potential. Delegates will have copies this publication which has been produced first in English. There are plans for the document to be available in Spanish subsequently, and both the OAS and the UNWTO will have links to this publication on their respective websites.My colleague from the UNWTO will also be making a short presentation on this publication.



CITUR FHT 
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Finally Chair, a word on the Hemispheric Tourism Fund (FHT)As delegates will recall that the purpose of the Fund is essentially (and I’m paraphrasing here) to finance tourism related activities in poor communities in member states which, despite having tourism potential, are unable to fully access conditions for development.The Second Programming Cycle of the FHT funded one project which was executed in the Bay Islands, Honduras, titled Strengthening of Local Capacities in the Management of Creative and Cultural Expressions in the Honduran Bay Islands, with execution being completed in 2017. The project supported local efforts to enhance cultural preservation and the insertion of cultural products into the tourism value chain. Thanks to the project, artisans particularly youth and women now have new income earning opportunities through links with the tourism sector. In January, in accordance with Article VII of the Statute of the FHT the members of the Project Selection Committee approved for financing the four projects submitted (two by Barbados and two by St. Kitts and Nevis) in the amounts requested, consistent with the rules of the FHT that the maximum amount to be allocated to each project shall not exceed $US 25,000. We are currently in the process of finalizing the MOUs for the execution of these projects to be signed by the respective Executing Agencies.The current balance in the fund stands at USD $165,148.36.



 
 

THANK YOU 

Richard Campbell 
Chief, Section for Culture and Tourism 

Department of Economic and Social Development 
Organization of American States 

Email: RCampbell@oas.org 
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Chair it has been an interesting couple of years with important strides made on several fronts. The Culture and Tourism Section looks forward to working with the new CITUR authorities in executing the mandates from this meeting as well as continuing to implement the Medium Term Strategy.Thank You.
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